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IntroductionIntroduction This circular assumes that the landowner wants to

Planning for regeneration begins with the land- have trees on a parcel of land. It then provides
owner examining the land and then defining the three major alternatives for getting the trees on the
objectives for regeneration and management. Some land: natural regeneration and two kinds of artificial
questions to ask concerning a parcel of land include: regeneration: direct seeding and planting seedlings.

The landowner can then select the method that best"a Do trees on the land need to be harvested first or e e c te seect e e d tha
fits the specific site, objectives, and economichas the land already been harvested?

"* Has the land been examined to see if the site has
been regenerated naturally? Natural Regeneration

Natural Regeneration
"* Will the present vegetation on the site be detri-

mental to small trees, by competing for water, Definition
sunlight, or nutrients? (If the answer is yes,
some control of the vegetation may be desirable.) Natural regeneration relies on older pine trees left

on the land to provide seed to regenerate the site.
"* What is the soil like? Is the site: wet? dry? shal- This practice can only be employed if the site has

low? deep? (This will help in the selection of not yet been harvested. Plans are then made for
species as well as determine whether the site will harvesting the present forest stand and leaving some
be difficult to regenerate.) trees to provide the seed.

In order to select specific practices for your Pine stands, however, grow best where all trees

particular site and answer many of these questions, are of the same age and receive the same amount of

it is helpful to consult a professional forester, sunlight and so once the seedlings are established
experienced in regeneration. the large seed trees must be removed. For more

Setting objectives for a parcel of land means information, some excellent articles describe the
making decisions about the present and future process of natural regeneration (Williston and Balmer

management schemes. What are the reasons for 1974, Boyer 1978, Lohrey and Jones 1983).
wanting a forest on the site? Would planting trees
be for: 1) aesthetic reasons, 2) providing future Steps
income in 20, 30, or 40 years, 3) restoring marginal 1. Selecting the seed trees. Before the site is
or unused cropland, or 4) promoting wildlife? Many logged, seed trees must be selected and marked
more reasons for planting trees exist; many are with paint. Selection means choosing the
compatible with each other, such as wanting an best-looking trees for seed trees -- trees which
income and aesthetics, are the straightest and tallest and have large

Finally, some of the most important questions may crowns (lots of green needles) and no disease.
be: The number to leave on the site will vary

according to species (Table 1). More seed"* How much will regeneration of this parcel of land according to species (Table ). More seed
cost? trees are required for longleaf pine because it is

not a prolific seed producer and its large seeds
"* Am I eligible for one of the cost sharing programs are often eaten by animals (Williston and Balmer

such as the Forestry Incentives Program (FIP)? 1974). Trees should be well-spaced over the site
Information on these programs can be obtained to allow even distribution of seed.
from your county extension agent or countyfromyour county eension agent or couny 2. Planning for a good seed crop. The frequency offorester, or the Agricultural Stabilization and good seed crops varies from year to year and
Conservation Service (ASCS) office.Conservation Service (ASCS) officespecies to species (Table 1). To insure successful

"* What will my rate of return on the forestry natural regeneration, the site should be logged
investment be? (For ways to assess your forestry just prior to a good seed crop. You can observe
investment see IFAS Circular 592, A Guide to the seed crop by looking through binoculars in
Comparing Returns From Forestry Investments to the spring or early summer and counting cones to
Annual Crops, Eason and Flinchum 1984.) determine the crop for the fall or looking at
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